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1. INTRODUCTION

Video has recently become an increasingly important resource for forensics. Video captured by CCTV systems or video recorded from mobile devices (and possibly shared on multimedia platforms) can provide essential clues in solving criminal cases. For example, when considering an investigation about a missing person, video documents can help to localise the missing person or a suspect, providing crucial information about their whereabouts. The analysis of videos linked with a missing person or his social network can also help to understand the conditions of the disappearance (was it a kidnapping, a runaway . . . ) and largely influence the investigation.

However important they might be, video documents are generally recorded with various devices of unequal quality, in conditions that are often sub-optimal and with people or objects potentially masking the subject of interest. In such cases, the desired information might be difficult to retrieve based on visual content only. Yet most videos are recorded with audio and machine listening can be a valuable complement to video analysis in challenging scenarios.

Machine listening is a discipline at the interface of audio signal processing and machine learning that aims at automatically analysing and classifying audio recordings. Machine listening can include techniques relying purely on acoustic content such as acoustic scene classification (ASC), acoustic event detection (AED) or acoustic source localisation. It can also encompass to some extent speech analysis techniques such as speaker identification and automatic speech recognition (ASR). This paper intends to be a general introduction to machine listening as a set of complementary techniques for video analysis applications. The main targets are to briefly present a few machine listening techniques, to explain how they can extract information that is complementary to the information extracted with video analysis techniques and to discuss how the state-of-the-art approaches for machine listening can be relevant for forensics applications.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces a few machine listening techniques: ASC, AED, acoustic source localisation, speaker identification and ASR, and present their potential applications to the analysis of video documents for forensics. Results recently obtained by the authors on ASC and speaker identification are recalled in Section 3 as an illustration of machine listening performance on selected tasks. The application of machine listening to video analysis in forensics in the light of the performance of state-of-the-art machine listening systems is discussed in Section 4 and conclusions are exposed in Section 5.

2. MACHINE LISTENING TECHNIQUES FOR VIDEO ANALYSIS

2.1. Acoustic scene classification

2.1.1. Description

ASC is the task of identifying in which acoustic environment a sequence was recorded based only on the audio signal (indoor, outdoor, street, train station, restaurant, office . . . ). The interest for ASC has been increasing in the last few years and is becoming an important challenge in the machine listening community [1]. ASC has a variety of real life applications such as robotic navigation [2] or forensics [3]. Whilst many context aware devices only use visual information to adapt to their current location, complementary information can be given by analysing the surrounding audio environment. Major trends in ASC are to use various methods from speech recognition or event classification methods [4, 5, 6] or to use hand-crafted features designed to characterize acoustic environments [7, 8, 9]. We recently proposed to learn features for ASC in an unsupervised manner directly from time-frequency images and compared the performance of different approaches to learn these features [10].

2.1.2. Application on audio-visual recordings

Classifying video documents based on the type of scene where they were recorded is an essential step to perform video indexing. A properly indexed video database will allow faster information retrieval for forensics application on large scale data. Sometimes the visual information present in a video document may not be sufficient (recording angle is too narrow and centred, for example, on a person not on the surrounding) or might not be usable (poor light conditions, camera moving too fast) to perform accurate scene recognition. In such challenging cases, the audio recorded by the device might be a
valuable complement to the video image analysis. ASC then allows to identify the type of scene where the video has been recorded and to index the video accordingly.

2.2. Acoustic event detection

2.2.1. Description

The target of AED is to detect specific events that occur in an audio recording and to identify the class of these events. The events are localised in time so the problem can be considered as twofold: detect the correct timing and the correct class. The AED has a variety of applications [11, 12] and can be strongly affected by the type of environment considered. For example indoor environments as offices [13] are usually considered as less challenging than outdoor real-life environments [14].

Event detection systems generally use standard acoustic features in a pattern recognition framework. Two different approaches exist. In a first approach, the events are detected independently of their class and are classified afterwards. The classifier then does not need to model time dependencies and can be for example a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [15, 16]. In an alternative approach, detection and classification are performed jointly. The classifier then has to model time dependencies and a hidden Markov model (HMM) based classifier is commonly used [17, 18]. Recent approaches based on wavelets [19], bag of aural words [20] or Gabor filter-bank features [21] have allowed to reach higher performance.

2.2.2. Application on audio-visual recordings

An investigator looking for a video in a large dataset may want to retrieve information not only based on the type of scene where the video was recorded but also, at a finer granularity level, based on specific events that occurred during the recording. These events (such as whistle blowing, glass smashing, gunshot, cry . . . ) are localised in time but they are often also localised in space. This means that the chances are high that they will not clearly appear in the video document. AED then allows to detect these events even if they do not appear visually or to confirm that an event that was only partially visible actually occurred.

In addition, the detection of specific events can help to confirm (or deny) that the fact that a video was recorded in a particular scene. Some events are indeed representative of particular scenes for example train noise in all probability indicates the scene takes place in a train station or plates and cutlery noises indicate the scene is probably taking place in a restaurant. On the other hand, some events are unlikely to happen in particular scenes. AED can then help tracking anomalies to detect abnormal events (gunshots, crowd panic . . . ) or to identify a recording scene where information has voluntarily been concealed. This is the case, for example, when a kidnapper sends a ransom video recorded from inside a building but a church bell or a train passing nearby can be heard during the video. This type of information that is not present visually can help to localise the place where the video was recorded.

2.3. Acoustic source localisation

2.3.1. Description

The target in acoustic source localisation is to estimate the spatial position of one or several sources that are present in the acoustic scene recorded. There are two main classes of techniques in acoustic source localisation. The so-called "direct techniques" aim at estimating the direction of arrival (DOA) of a sound [22, 23, 24]. An intuitive way to estimate the DOA of a sound is to steer a beamformer at different potential directions and compare the results to the target signal to localise. In the second category of techniques the source localisation is estimated by proxy through the time difference of arrival (TDOA) of a sound at several microphones in an array with known geometry [25, 26]. Based on models about acoustic propagation, these TDOA then allow one to estimate the source localisation.

2.3.2. Application on audio-visual recordings

When several recordings from different spatial points in the same scene are available it is possible to consider localising audio sources spatially. This approach is used, for example, in gunfire locator systems. Acoustic source localisation can help to localise a person speaking in a scene. If the face of the person is not clearly visible on the video, it might be difficult to localise a speaker only from visual information. In this case machine listening provides a valuable complement to video analysis. Acoustic source localisation can also allow one to localise specific events and by proxy to refine the localisation of a person that was near a particular event when it happened but that is not present visually in the video document (or at least not in a way that allows for identification).

2.4. Speaker identification

2.4.1. Description

The main target of speaker identification is to assert whether or not the speaker of a test segment is known and if he/she is known, to find his/her identity [27]. Applications of speaker identification are numerous, among which speaker dependent automatic speech recognition and subject identification based on biometric information. The sentence pronounced by the subject is not necessarily known and the recordings can be of variable quality. The speaker identification then becomes a highly challenging problem.

Since their emergence almost five years ago, the I-vectors [28] have become the state-of-the-art approach for speaker identification [29]. A typical speaker identification system is composed of I-vector extraction, normalisation [30] and classification with probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA) [31]. Recent studies have shown that approaches such as nonnegative matrix factorisation (NMF) [32] can be successfully applied to retrieve speaker identity [33, 34]. Capitalising on these promising results, we have recently presented an approach deriving from the group-NMF [35] that intends to account for speaker variability and recording session variability by imposing constraints relatively to the speakers or recording sessions [36].

2.4.2. Application on audio-visual recordings

The identification of the persons present in a video is often a crucial aspect of video analysis for forensics. It can be useful to identify suspects, offenders, potential victims, hostages or missing persons. The problem is that the face of the persons involved in the recording cannot always be recognised visually. The poor quality of a video, the masking of the faces (intentionally or not) or simply the fact that the person of interest is the one recording the video are various obstacles to face recognition. When the persons involved in the video are speaking, speaker identification can help to confirm the identity of a person when the face recognition confidence is too low. The
joint analysis of video and audio can allow one to perform individual identification with higher accuracy. Speaker identification can also provide indication about the identity of a person whose face is concealed or who is not present visually in the video but whose speech has been recorded.

2.5. Automatic speech recognition

2.5.1. Description

The role of ASR is, given an audio recording, to automatically provide a transcription of what is said in the recording. Historically ASR systems used acoustic models based on HMM which appeared as a natural model for the sequential nature of speech. The emission probabilities of the HMM were then modelled from the acoustic feature vectors using GMM.

Recent advances in terms of training algorithms [37, 38] and computing power have lead to the generalisation of the use of deep neural networks (DNN) acoustic modelling and they are now the norm is ASR [39]. Consequently, the accuracy of the ASR systems have reached a point that makes them a credible technology to be used in mass market products [40, 41] and possibly in forensics applications. Two different paradigms compete for DNN-based acoustic modelling. In the first paradigm DNN are used to extract discriminative features that are to be used as input to the ASR [42, 43]. The idea behind the second paradigm is to use DNN to extract phonetic units from audio. The sequences of phonetic units that compose words are then modelled with HMM [39, 44].

2.5.2. Application on audio-video recordings

Speech is a structured and explicitly informative mean of communication. Speech in video can therefore carry a tremendous amount of information that can be difficult to recover relying only on visual content. Depending on the quality of the recording and the target application, ASR can allow to extract keywords from a recorded conversation or even in the best case to obtain its full transcription. Based on that information, it is possible to refine a summary of the video and to consider semantic indexing of video documents based on a set of selected keywords.

3. PERFORMANCE FOR SELECTED TASKS

To illustrate the performance that can be achieved on typical machine listening tasks, results recently obtained on ASC [10] and speaker identification [36] are reminded here. In both cases the multinomial logistic regression is used for classification and F1-score [45] is used as evaluation metric.

3.1. Acoustic scene classification

3.1.1. Evaluation corpus

The acoustic scene classification was evaluated on the LITIS Rouen data set [46]. It contains 25h of urban audio scenes recorded with a smart-phone, split into 3026 examples of 30s without overlap forming 19 different classes. Each class corresponds to a specific location such as in a train station, in an air-plane or at the market. The experiment protocol is the same as defined in Bisot et al. [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Previous state-of-the-art [48]</td>
<td>92.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>89.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparse PCA</td>
<td>90.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel PCA</td>
<td>95.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Weighted F1-scores obtained for a classification with multinomial logistic regression [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>I-vector</th>
<th>NMF</th>
<th>Group-NMF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1-score</td>
<td>76.1%</td>
<td>70.7%</td>
<td>80.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Weighted F1-scores obtained for a classification with multinomial logistic regression [36].

3.1.2. Results

In our recent paper [10] different popular matrix factorisation techniques are compared when used to perform unsupervised feature learning for acoustic scene classification. Experiments compare the use of extensions of the regular principal component analysis (PCA) [47] and NMF [32] such as sparsity, kernels and convolutive modelling. The classification scores are presented in Table 1 and show that these different variants of matrix factorization consistently improve the results over the standard approaches. The authors manage to outperform the previous state of the art results on the LITIS Rouen dataset [48] with Sparse NMF (94.1% F1-score), Kernel PCA (94.3% F1-score) and convolutive NMF (94.5% F1-score).

3.2. Speaker identification

3.2.1. Evaluation corpus

The speaker identification is evaluated on a subset of the ESTER corpus. ESTER is a corpus for automatic speech recognition composed of data recorded on broadcast radio [49]. The subset of ESTER used for evaluation is composed of 6 hours and 11 minutes of training data and 3 hours 40 minutes of test data both distributed among 95 speakers. The amount of training data per speaker ranges from 10 seconds to 6 minutes [36].

3.2.2. Results

In our recent paper [36] a state-of-the-art I-vector based speaker identification system is trained on the subset of ESTER with the LIUM speaker diarisation toolkit [50]. Its performance is compared to NMF-based systems: standard NMF and group-NMF. The systems parameters and evaluation protocol are similar to those described in Serizel et al. [36]. F1-scores are presented in Table 2. Variations in identification performance are validated using the McNemar test [51]. The first remark is that all systems perform reasonably well even if standard NMF is clearly behind the other approaches ($p < .001$). The group-NMF, by imposing constraints on both the speaker bases and the session bases, improves significantly the performance compared to the I-vector approach ($p < .01$).

4. DISCUSSION

Performances presented in this paper are obtained on corpora recorded in very specific conditions. Tests in real-life conditions
are difficult to set up and time consuming. It is therefore important to understand how these experiments can provide indications about the applicability of machine listening techniques in real-life video analysis for forensics. We consider here two main categories of recording devices: CCTV with audio and mobile devices (including smartphones, tablets, cameras...

ASC achieves good performance on data recorded in realistic conditions, this would tend to indicate that ASC is mature to be applied to the analysis of documents recorded with mobile devices. A minor limitation however: recordings in the databases used to evaluate ASC usually include only the scene to be recognised (no perturbations) or at least the portions of the recordings when the scene is present alone are usually longer than what can be expected from real-life recordings. ASC will most likely become more challenging on short recordings or if another signal is dominating the recording (for example when performing ASC to classify the background environment of a recorded conversation).

AED can be related to ASC to some extent but is generally observed to be a more challenging task, especially when the number of classes increases or when events are overlapping in time. Classifying very distinctive audio events (cries, gun shot...) is reliable as long as the events are in the foreground of the scene but the performance decreases drastically when the events are in the background of the recording [21, 52]. This latter scenario can occur for example when trying to detect events happening in the background of a recorded conversation. Having multiple recordings from the same scene could help to solve problems with events overlapping in time as the AED would then take advantage of the spatial localisation. The localisation itself can be quite robust when there is a control over the placement of the microphones (this could be the case when implanting new CCTV with audio).

Speaker identification has reached a high accuracy under very controlled conditions. It is therefore a credible technique for documents recorded with close-up microphones. Indeed, most of the current techniques require to have at least a certain amount of clean (no noise) and dry (no reverberation) speech to achieve reliable identification. Performing recognition on distant speech with background noise, reverberation and possibly concurrent speakers can become really challenging. This can be seen as an obstacle to the analysis of video documents recorded with mobile devices but the research in speaker identification is moving towards more robust approaches that should allow this application [33]. However, speaker identification on video captured with CCTVs with audio is by far more challenging and does not seem to be a viable option at the moment.

State-of-the-art ASR systems can achieve high performance on speech recorded with a close-up microphone and continuous speech transcription is then credible. Recent progress have been made in the domain of distant speech recognition [53] and ASR is a credible technique to analyse videos recorded with mobile devices. In more challenging scenarios (for example with lower signal-to-noise ratio), considering keywords spotting instead of continuous speech transcription generally provides more robust systems that still allow semantic indexing of the videos. Yet, performing ASR on CCTV with audio does not seem to be a realistic option at the moment.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a brief overview of machine listening techniques and described their applications as a complement to video image analysis in forensics. In some challenging scenarios, when the video is degraded or when objects of interest are visually hidden, the machine listening techniques presented here can provide valuable information about the scene that was captured by the recording device. To illustrate the performance of state-of-the-art systems in machine listening the performance recently obtained for selected machine listening tasks were presented. In the light of this performance, it appears that CCTV with audio could benefit from techniques such as AED and source localisation whereas ASC, speaker identification, ASR and to some extent AED could be helpful in the analysis of videos recorded from mobile devices. Machine listening could then be considered as an ideal companion to video processing. Ideally machine listening should even be used jointly with video image analysis for optimal performance.
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